
Apple Crochet Pattern 

Materials 

 Bulky weight yarn in red, 

brown and green 

 Hook size G/6—4.0mm or 

the hook of your choice for 

this weight yarn 

 Darning needle 

Disclaimer  

You are welcome to make products 

to sell from this pattern as long as 

sales are all offline. If you want to 

custom this pattern to sell products 

online please send me an email.  I 

love seeing photos so please send 

me photos of creations you’ve 

made. :) And feel free to email me 

if you need help.  

gardensofmay@gmail.com  



How to read my patterns:  

*CH - chain one  

*SC - single crochet  

*SC2tog - single crochet two stitches 

together  

*2SC - Single crochet twice in the same 

stitch 

(number) - how many stitches in that 

round or row  

[instruction]x(number) - repeat the 

brackets that amount of times  

[X rounds] - how many rounds that are 

crocheted the same way 

 

Contact me:  

Yes, my name is May :)  

gardensofmay@gmail.com  

https://www.facebook.com/gardensofmay  

http://gardensofmay.storenvy.com/  

http://crochetemall.blogspot.com.au 



Apple 
With Red 

1. In an adjustable ring, SCx6. (6) 

2. 2SCx6 (12) 

3. SCx12 (12) 

4. [2SC, SC]x6 (18) 

5. SCx18 (18) 

6. [2SC, SCx2]x6 (24)  

7. [2SC, SCx3]x6 (30)  

8-10. SCx30 (30) [3 rounds]  

11. [2SC, SCx4]x6 (36)  

12. SCx36 (36)  

13. [SC2tog, SCx4]x6 (30)  

14. [SC2tog, SCx3]x6 (24) 

15. [SC2tog, SCx2]x6 (18) 

16. SCx18 (18)  

17. [SC2tog, SC]x6 (12)  

Stuff firmly. 

18. SCx12 (12)  

19. SC2togx6 (6) 

20. Leave a long tail. Sew the remaining stitches together. 

The apple is crocheted from the bottom to the top and looks like 

a red lemon right now but it'll will definitely look like an apple 

when you’re finished. Don’t worry.. 



Two ways of making the stem 

With Brown 

Ch x13 

Starting with the 

second chain from 

the hook, SCx12 

With Brown 

1. In an adjustable ring, 

SCx6. (6) 

2-9. SCx6 (6) [8 

rounds] 

With both options, leave a really really long tail. 

The right hand side is thicker but more sturdy as it has 

the pipe cleaner going down the centre. The left option 

has a more flimsy look as the end result but it’s a lot 

easier to complete the assembly steps. 

If you want to combine the two looks, you can use a 

lighter weight yarn, and using the right hand options, 

start with 8 stitches in the adjustable ring and add 

more rounds to the length you desire. 

Leaf 

1. In an adjustable ring, SCx6. (6) 

2. SCx6 (6) 

3. 2SCx6 (12) 

4-6. SCx12 (12) [3 rounds]  

7. SC2togx6 (6) 

8. SCx6 (6) 

9. Leave a long tail. Sew 

the last six stitches to-

gether then sew onto the 

stem. 



Assembly 

Sew the stem to the top of the  apple 

(2) then push the needle through to 

the other tip (4).  Pull tight so the 

stem goes into the apple. (5) 

Sew a little star shape at the bottom 

tip then push the needle back the way 

you came.  Pull tight so this also goes 

into the apple (6).  Repeat a few more 

times through the apple to 

strengthen the shape. 
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And now you have an apple! 

These are  both crocheted from the same pattern. 

The apple on the right was crocheted on a day 

where I had just finished work so my stitches are 

a lot tighter. The one on the left was made on a 

nice lazy day off so my stitches are a lot looser.  

The apple on the right was also stuffed more 

firmly whereas the one on the left was a little bit 

less stuffed so there was more space for me to 

squish it into an apply shape at the end of the  

assembly process.  


